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Spacious Rooms and Enclosed Rear Garden

BED

12, Collingwood Close, Peacehaven, BN10 8BA

Price £267,500
Freehold

www.phillipmann.com

This well presented family home will be the perfect
choice for a first purchase or investment. Located in
central Peacehaven you will find all of the towns
amenities close by alongside schools for all ages and
bus routes to Brighton too.
The central front door opens into the entrance hall, here
you will find a very large storage cupboard alongside
stairs which rise to the first floor. Running front to back
is the generous lounge/dining room which being dual
aspect is a lovely bright space and more than big
enough for your soft furnishings and a dining table and
chairs too. Patio doors from the dining area overlook
and access the rear garden, perfect for bringing the
outside in during the summer months. An opening
from the lounge/dining room leads to the well fitted
kitchen which offers a multitude of matching units
combined with work surfaces and plenty of appliance
space too.
Moving upstairs you will note the spacious landing.
From here all principle rooms can be accessed.
Bedroom one is a great size and overlooks the front,
bedroom two is positioned to the rear and has views of
the rear garden whilst bedroom three is situated to the
front. Completing the internal set up is the refitted
bathroom/wc which comprises of a contemporary
white suite including a low level wc, wash basin and
bath alongside a separate shower cubicle all of which
are complimented by contrasting tiling.
Outside space is equally generous. The rear garden is
arranged with a level patio, from here steps rise to a
raised deck which is perfect to enjoy the evening
sunshine and for the whole family to enjoy.
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